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SELF-OPTIMIZING GEOFENCE FOR OPPORTUNISTIC WIRELESS NETWORKS
Abstract
A method is provided for optimizing a geofence boundary in order to reduce the amount
of time between a mobile device entering the geofence and the mobile device connecting to the
network. Optimizing a geofence boundary can also reduce battery power used by the mobile
device in scanning for network coverage. Once a mobile device is within an area that is covered
by a cellular network and has connected to the network, an algorithm is employed that adjusts an
edge of a geofence that encompasses some or all of the cellular coverage area. The algorithm
moves the edge of the geofence based on the location of the last unsuccessful scan by the mobile
device. The algorithm iteratively adjusts the edges of multiple zones of a geofence as the mobile
device user moves within the geofence, resulting in a geofence that more closely matches the
boundary of actual cellular coverage.
Background
A cellular or mobile network is a communication network typically distributed over
geographical areas called "cells", with each cell being served by at least one fixed-location base
station. These base stations provide the cell with network coverage which is used for
transmission of voice, data, and other types of content to and from mobile devices located within
the cells. Typically, a mobile device is configured to scan for cells of a network when the mobile
device is within an approximate range of the cell. This location-based scanning is known as
“geofencing” and generally has a boundary loosely defined as a circle or hexagon somewhat
outside the theoretical cellular range of a base station.
However, the cellular range of a base station rarely conforms to a true circular or
hexagonal shape due to terrain and the presence of objects, such as buildings, that interfere with
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signals transmitted within a network. Thus, a mobile device with a geofence that is defined
outside of the actual cellular range will likely have to scan multiple times before the device is
actually within cellular range. This scanning process uses battery power of the mobile device. It
is also undesirable for a mobile device not to begin scanning despite being within cellular range,
as may be the case if the geofence is defined to be smaller than, and within, the cellular range
boundary. Tailoring a geofence to more closely match cellular range is important in maximizing
cellular coverage while conserving battery life of a mobile device, especially as opportunistic
data networks are deployed using Fifth Generation (5G) New Radio (NR) spectrums (and
particularly millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrums).
Description
As a user of a mobile device moves around, the mobile device begins periodic scanning
for Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) coverage after entering a geofence in order to
connect to a cellular network. Because scanning uses battery power, the mobile device may be
configured to scan for coverage at pre-determined intervals, for example, every thirty seconds. If
the edge of a geofence is relatively far from an actual coverage boundary, an initial scan, or even
the first few scans, by the device will fail. Consequently, the user may experience a relatively
long delay of, for example, thirty seconds or more, depending on the periodicity of the scans,
before their device is able to connect to the cellular network.
Alternatively, if a geofence is within, and somewhat smaller than, the coverage boundary,
a user’s mobile device will not start scanning for CBRS even though the device is already within
the coverage boundary. A device may also prematurely stop scanning as a user exits the geofence
boundary but remains within the coverage boundary, thus potentially experiencing unnecessary
interruptions in their connection to the network. In view of these issues, a geofence optimization
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algorithm operates to dynamically update a geofence boundary of a mobile device to closely
match an actual cellular boundary in order to maximize the geographical area in which the
device has access to the cellular network while conserving battery power.
As illustrated in Figure 1, a geofence coverage area of a communication network can be
divided into multiple angular zones or segments whose connected outer edges form a boundary
that encompasses the theoretical and actual coverage of a communication network, such as a
CBRS network. Upon entering into the geofence, a mobile device initiates periodic scanning for
network service. Once the device does successfully connect to the network, after at least one
unsuccessful scan (i.e., no cellular coverage detected), a geofence optimization algorithm is
initiated by the device.

The algorithm obtains the location of the mobile device at the last unsuccessful scan
inside one of the angular zones of the geofence polygon, for example, Zone 1 shown in Figure 1.
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The outer edge of the angular zone of the geofence area is then adjusted to this location. The
mobile device then continues to scan for network service after the edge of the geofence area is
relocated to the location of the device at the last (i.e., most recent) unsuccessful scan. Figure 2
illustrates the initial geofence boundary and scan attempts by the device as a user moves within
the angular zone of the geofence area. In this example, scan locations 1, 2, and 3 were
unsuccessful as they lie outside of the actual coverage area of the cellular network. Scan
location 4 was successful as it is located within the area of coverage. Accordingly, the edge of
the geofence is relocated to the location of the last unsuccessful scan (i.e., scan location 3).

Iteration of the algorithm continues as a user moves into and out of the actual network
coverage area resulting in further movement of the edges of the geofence. Figure 3 shows the
resulting location of the edge of the angular zone after a number of iterations of the algorithm.
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After a number of iterations of the algorithm, the geofence is optimized to more closely
resemble the actual coverage boundary of a network, as shown in Figure 4. Moving the edges of
the geofence in this manner reduces the amount of time between when a device enters the
geofence and when it connects to the network because fewer scans are required before the device
is within the range of cellular coverage and can connect to the network. The time a device takes
to connect can be further reduced by increasing the periodicity of the scans by the device once
the edge of the geofence has been adjusted. The amount by which the periodicity is increased
may be based on a function of the distance between the last unsuccessful scan location and a
current location of the device once it is connected to the network.
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Because a geofence can cover more than one nearby cell of a network, as depicted in
Figure 5, a last failed scan may occur in a different zone than the zone in which the device
connected to the network and is currently located. In such instances, the algorithm can be
applied to the zone of the last failed scan and the geofence edge for that zone can be moved to
the location of the last failed scan. Applications or software on a mobile device that defines a
geofence can be configured to maintain a hashmap of all geofences encountered by the device
and update the geofence edges as per the iterations of the algorithm so that a geofence need not
be optimized each time it is encountered anew by a device.
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